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Abstract
We propose a protocol based on coherent states and linear optics operations for solving the appointment-
scheduling problem. Our main protocol leaks strictly less information about each party’s input than the
optimal classical protocol, even when considering experimental errors. Along with the ability to gener-
ate constant-amplitude coherent states over two modes, this protocol requires the ability to transfer these
modes back-and-forth between the two parties multiple times with low coupling loss. The implemen-
tation requirements are thus still challenging. Along the way, we develop new tools to study quantum
information cost of interactive protocols in the finite regime.
1 Introduction
In 2-party communication complexity, the main figure of merit is the minimum amount of communication
required to perform a given distributed information-processing task. Say Alice is given some input x and
Bob is given some input y, then they wish to compute some relation T evaluated at the joint input (x, y),
i.e. they wish to both output an element of the set T (x, y). Their goal is to minimize the amount of commu-
nication required to do so. If x, y ∈ {0, 1}n and T (x, y) ⊆ {0, 1}m, then this complexity is at most n+m
bits: Alice can start by sending n bits to Bob to communicate x, and then Bob can compute an element of
T (x, y) and transmit it back to Alice using m bits. Can they do significantly better? In this work, we are
interested in a variant of the communication complexity model, the information complexity model, which
instead ask what is the minimum amount of information Alice and Bob must leak to each other about their
inputs, irrespective of the amount of communication required to minimize this information leakage.
For both the communication and information complexity models, the complexity depends heavily on
what resources are allowed and accounted for. Is communication done over classical or quantum channels?
Are Alice and Bob allowed to flip random coins? Are they allowed to pre-share randomness or entangle-
ment? In this work, we focus on how much advantage in terms of information leakage they can get by
exchanging quantum rather than classical messages. We study this in a quantum honest-but-curious type
of model, in which we want the parties to exchange the correct messages, but they might collect as much
information as possible about each other’s input. It is known that for some tailored problems, exponential
savings are possible if Alice and Bob have access to perfect local quantum computers and perfect quantum
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communication channels (see, for example, [1, 2]). If we wish to limit Alice and Bob to quantum opera-
tions that should be experimentally accessible in the near future, can they still hope to achieve a quantum
advantage in terms of information leakage?
We show that indeed they can. More precisely, we focus on quantum protocols requiring coherent state
messages over two optical modes that are manipulated with linear optics operations and do not require any
pre-shared entanglement or any quantum memory from honest participants. We compare such protocols
with the best classical protocols for which we allow both local and shared randomness for free in order
to minimize the information leakage. We also allow these classical resources to be used in our quantum
protocols, appropriately accounting for them while quantifying information leakage. We find that indeed,
with experimental parameters that are challenging but should be reachable in the near future, it is possible
to obtain such a quantum advantage in terms of information leakage. In fact, since we are mainly concerned
with privacy here, Alice and Bob could be close to each other, in the same lab, and keep their inputs private
but still have close-by set-ups which would perform much better than our data for clearly separated set-ups.
The problem we focus on is that of appointment scheduling: Alice and Bob each hold a calendar of their
availabilities, and they wish to find a date of common availability, or agree that no such date exists. Viewing
their inputs x, y of available dates as subsets of a calendar [n] = {1, 2, · · · , n} on n dates, they wish to
output an element i ∈ x∩ y if such an i exists, or else output ∅ if x∩ y = ∅. This problem, and in particular
its binary variant, is one of the most well-studied problems in communication and information complexity.
It is known that quantum protocols can provide a quadratic speed-up in terms of information leakage
for this problem [3, 4, 5]. It is also known that interaction is necessary to get an advantage over classical
protocols [6, 7, 8]. As it turns out, for our protocols, interaction poses a challenge in a realistic experimental
setting: more interaction also implies more losses over the communication channels. We show that there is
nevertheless some regime for which we can obtain a quantum advantage.
Hence, our work is the first to propose an optical protocol that works with coherent states and maintains
a quantum advantage in the more natural setting where Alice and Bob can directly interact.
Related Works. In Ref. [9], Arrazola and Lu¨tkenhaus showed that a similar practical quantum advan-
tage was possible in terms of abstract cost of communication (the qubit size of the Hilbert space effectively
used). The information complexity aspect of this protocol has been considered in Ref. [10]. They studied
a different communication model, the simultaneous message passing model, and a different problem, the
equality function. In that model, Alice and Bob each send a simultaneous message to some referee who
must then decide, using these messages only and no further information about Alice’s and Bob’s inputs,
whether their inputs are equal. The advantage they show holds in the three party simultaneous message
passing model (SMP) without shared randomness. However, considering the equality function in the direct
interactive two-party model that we focus on here, if we allow a single direct interaction between Alice
and Bob (or even just a logarithmic length shared random string in the SMP model), they can solve the
equality function at low cost. A related SMP model coherent state protocol for evaluating the Euclidean
distance between two real unit vectors was recently proposed in [11], and similar remarks apply. Two other
recently-proposed communication protocols which use coherent states are quantum retrieval games [12] and
quantum money schemes [13].
Organization. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In the next section we describe
our practical quantum protocol for appointment scheduling, and analyse its behavior in an idealized setting.
In the following section, we analyse it in a more realistic experimental setting, accounting for errors, and
explore the parameter space to find a reasonable regime in which our quantum protocol performs better than
any classical protocol. We conclude by discussing our findings and opportunities for future work.
In Appendix A we formally define the information leakage and introduce some properties which we
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use in Appendices B and C to bound the information leakage of our protocol. In Appendix D we review a
mapping proposed in [11] from pure state communication protocols to coherent state protocols, which we
use in Appendices E and F to develop two more coherent state appointment scheduling protocols.
2 Coherent-state Protocol
In the idealized setting of quantum communication complexity, a protocol that achieves the quadratic quan-
tum advantage, up to logarithmic terms, for appointment scheduling, is that of [3], essentially performing a
distributed version of Grover search [14, 15]. Alice performs the “inversion about the mean” Grover iter-
ations to find an intersecting date of availability, and she collaborates with Bob in order to implement the
Grover “oracle calls”.
For an n-date calendar, obtaining the full quadratic quantum advantage requires Θ˜(
√
n) rounds of com-
munication, while an improvement to Θ˜(nr ) communication and information leakage requires r-round pro-
tocols [7, 8], for r ≤ √n.
In Ref. [11] a general mapping is proposed from any pure state quantum protocol to an analogous coher-
ent state protocol (reviewed in Appendix D). In Appendix F we implement this mapping for the distributed
Grover’s search protocol to obtain essentially a quadratic quantum advantage in terms of information leak-
age. Our implementation finds an efficient way to perform the distributed oracle calls for such a protocol.
Note that experimental implementations of Grover search using optics have already been performed, e.g., in
Ref. [16]. However, such an Θ(
√
n)-round protocol requires Alice to interfere n modes together for each
Grover iteration, and thus the experimental complexity of such a protocol grows very quickly with n. Also
taking into account experimental errors, such an approach quickly becomes impractical.
We instead focus on an alternative approach in which interfering two optical modes is always sufficient.
The actual quantum part of the protocol focuses on a single date and wishes to determine whether this is an
intersecting date. Viewing Alice’s and Bob’s input for the quantum part as single bits, a and b, respectively,
they thus wish to compute AND(a, b). Let us call this quantum subroutine Π˜A, which can either output
“0”, “1” or “Inconclusive”.
The approach we have taken to ensure that our protocol has low information leakage is similar in spirit
to the one taken in Ref. [8]: first subsample many dates to ensure that there are not too many intersections,
and then run a date-wise AND protocol that is only guaranteed to have low information leakage when
the probability to find an intersection is low. Note that Jain, Radhakrishnan and Sen had proposed such a
low information protocol for AND, which we review in Appendix E. We also consider the coherent state
mapping applied to this protocol in Appendix E, but find that our protocol Π˜A has lower information leakage,
and in addition, it appears to be simpler from an experimental point-of-view. It is also easily extendable to
a multi-party setting, by having the other parties act similarly to Bob.
To describe the protocol Π˜A, recall the mathematical definition of a two mode coherent state |α, β〉 =
|α〉⊗ |β〉, with
|α〉 = exp(−|α|2/2)
∞∑
k=1
αk√
k!
|k〉,
for α ∈ C (we only make use of α ∈ R), as well as the action of the beam-splitter Rθ at angle θ on such a
state:
Rθ |α, β〉 = |cos(θ)α− sin(θ)β, sin(θ)α+ cos(θ)β〉 .
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Depending on the parameter r, corresponding to the number of rounds of interaction, the angle of the beam-
splitter in the protocol is θr = pi2r , so that rθr =
pi
2 .
Protocol Π˜A on inputs a, b ∈ {0, 1}:
In the initialization phase, Alice prepares a two-mode register C in state |α, 0〉. Then, for rounds
i = 1 to r:
1. On a = 0, Alice applies the identity map to register C and sends the transformed state to Bob. On
a = 1, Alice instead passes the two modes of register C through the beamsplitter Rθr and then
sends register C to Bob.
2. On b = 0, Bob discards the state of register C, replaces it with a fresh copy of |α, 0〉 and sends it
to Alice. On b = 1, Bob applies the identity map to register C and returns it to Alice.
After r rounds, Alice measures each mode of register C with single photon threshold detectors and
communicates the result to Bob. They generate their output as follows:
• If only the first mode clicks, they output “0”.
• If only the second mode clicks, they output “1” .
• If neither mode clicks, they output “Inconclusive”.
With no losses, the amplitude α of the re-injected states can stay the same throughout. Re-injecting
states with decreasing amplitudes αi is however useful when coherent states are transmitted back-and-forth
over lossy channels, as studied in the next section.
In the ideal setting, this protocol evolves as follows on the different inputs.
Evolution of Π˜A for different inputs:
On (0, 0): |α, 0〉 →A |α, 0〉 →B |α, 0〉 →A · · ·
On (0,1): |α, 0〉 →A |α, 0〉 →B |α, 0〉 →A · · ·
On (1, 0): |α, 0〉 →A |cos(θ)α, sin(θ)α〉 →B |α, 0〉 →A |cos(θ)α, sin(θ)α〉 →B |α, 0〉 → · · ·· · · → |α, 0〉
On (1, 1):
|α, 0〉 →A |cos(θ)α, sin(θ)α〉 →B |cos(θ)α, sin(θ)α〉
→A |cos(2θ)α, sin(2θ)α〉 →B |cos(2θ)α, sin(2θ)α〉
...
→B
∣∣cos(pi2 )α, sin(pi2 )α〉 = |0, α〉.
On (0,0) and (0,1) Alice and Bob’s manipulations leave the state unchanged. On (1,0) Alice rotates the
state and then Bob replaces it with |α, 0〉 in each round. On (1,1) Alice and Bob’s manipulations bring the
state to |0, α〉 after r rounds.
Using Π˜A, we recursively define a conclusive protocol ΠA for AND that only outputs “1” after a
classical verification that the date indeed intersects.
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Protocol ΠA on inputs a, b ∈ {0, 1}:
1. Run Protocol Π˜A.
2. If Π˜A returns “0”, return output “0”.
3. If Π˜A returns “1”, Alice and Bob exchange a and b and return AND(a, b) as output.
4. If Π˜A returns “Inconclusive,” restart ΠA.
Finally, we describe a protocol ΠD for appointment scheduling on n-dates that works by running as a
subroutine protocol ΠA for determining if a single date intersects. It either outputs a date of intersection “i”
∈ [n] or, if they believe no such date exists, “∅”. We abuse notation and write Alice’s input set x as an n-bit
indicator variable, with xi = 1 if and only if i ∈ x, and similarly for Bob’s y.
Protocol ΠD on inputs x, y ∈ {0, 1}n:
1. Using shared randomness, publicly sample s dates with replacement. Denote this date set by S.
2. Alice sends xi to Bob for each i ∈ S.
3. If Bob find any i ∈ S with xi = yi = 1, he sends the smallest such i to Alice, and both output
this i. Else, they continue.
4. Run date-wise the ΠA protocol for all dates outside of S.
5. If they find any i such that AND(xi, yi) = 1, both output the smallest such i.
6. If they do not find any such i, output “∅”.
This protocol clearly solves the appointment scheduling problem. While it does not guarantee to find the
earliest intersecting date, its output is nevertheless biased towards such an early date. Note that this protocol
is parameterized by s ∈ N, the size of a sample from the input that Alice and Bob exchange. As the number
of rounds r increases, Alice is required to interfere these modes through a beam-splitter at decreasing angle
θr =
pi
2r . In the ideal scenario, this allows the information leakage per date to decrease to Θ(
log r
r ) if there
is no intersection. Although the number of signals exchanged is Ω(nr), we can still prove a guaranteed
quantum advantage in terms of information leakage. The quantum subroutine Π˜A is independent of the
calendar size n, so only the global routine ΠD depends on the calendar size. We are thus able to handle huge
inputs and still obtain a quantum advantage. In particular, this allows us to avoid some finite size effects of
working with small values of n.
This protocol solves the appointment-scheduling problem with no errors whenever the overall optical
set-up is ideal, in particular if the single photon threshold detectors are perfect. We also prove the following
about the information leakage of this protocol when run over lossless channels with perfect detectors. See
Appendix A for precise definitions of the information leakage (QIC, as defined in Ref. [17, 18]). Here and
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throughout, h(·) is the binary entropy function, log is taken in base 2 and the natural logarithm is denoted
ln.
Theorem 1 The following holds for the protocol ΠD when it is run in an ideal experimental set-up. The
protocol never errs and the information leakage satisfies
QIC(ΠD) ≤ s+ log s+ 1
+
n
1− exp(− |α|2) max
[
2(2r + 1)
n
,
h
(
1
2
(1− F (r, α))
)
+ 2(2r + 1) h
(
2 lnn
s
+
1
n
)]
for all values of n and s satisfying n ≥ 4 and 8 ln(n) ≤ s ≤ n, and in which
F (r, α) = exp
[
−r |α|2
[
1− cos
( pi
2r
)]]
.
This upper bound on the quantum information leakage of our protocol in the ideal case can be optimized
by minimizing the expression over s, r, and α. We are interested in the regime where α ≈ 1, s ≈ n2/3 and
r ≈ n1/3; in that regime, all terms are at most n2/3 up to logarithmic factors. (Notice that the h(1/2(1 −
F (r, α))) term inside the bracket scales like 1/r up to a logarithmic factor. Hence, the choice for r is
motivated by the desire to keep n h(1/2(1 − F (r, α))) scaling as n2/3, while a similar motivation for
the next term motivate the choice for s.) We get the upper bound QIC(ΠD) ∈ O˜(n2/3). In contrast, the
information leakage of any classical protocol is known from Ref. [19], and it is at least 0.48n for all n. We
plot this asymptotic improvement in Figure 1.
We do not get the full quadratic speed-up that qubit-based quantum protocols can achieve. This restric-
tion comes from the fact that we perform classical subsampling of size s. If we were guaranteed that there
was at most a logarithmic number of intersections, then we could avoid subsampling (i.e., pick s = 0 in our
protocol) and obtain the full quadratic speed-up, up to logarithmic terms, by choosing r ≈ n1/2. This fol-
lows since the argument of h in the last term in the bracket would then be guaranteed by assumption (rather
than by the subsampling, as done currently) to be essentially 1/n up to logarithmic factors. Another ap-
proach, similar to what was done in Ref. [8], would be to take the subsampling set to be quasi-linear in size,
up to logarithmic terms, and then look for an intersection using a quantum protocol with low information
leakage, say
√
n. But then, for the problem we wish to solve, one might just as well use this low information
protocol to solve the appointment scheduling problem itself. We propose such a protocol in Appendix F,
achieving information leakage at most
√
n up to logarithmic factors. However, that protocol requires inter-
fering n optical modes together in a beamsplitter. Such an approach quickly becomes impractical, hence our
choice of protocol with the classical subsampling.
3 Accounting for Experimental Errors
Our developments so far have assumed an ideal experimental setup. However, if we wish to model any
practical implementation, we must take into account experimental errors. We now show how to slightly
modify our protocol so that it is robust against these errors. We focus on three main sources of errors: losses
incurred from limited channel transmissivity and fiber coupling, the efficiency of the threshold detectors,
and the dark count probability of the threshold detectors.
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The effect of the loss, characterized by the transmissivity parameter η, is the transformation |α, β〉 →∣∣√ηα,√ηβ〉 for one message in the protocol, and takes into account both transmission loss (which depends
on the physical distance between Alice and Bob), and coupling loss (which is independent of the distance
between Alice and Bob). This can be compensated in Π˜A by taking larger values of α for the initial state as
well as the reinjected state, at the cost of an increase in information leakage.
The effect of detector efficiency, characterized by the efficiency parameter ηdet, is similar to a loss when
inputting the signals into the detectors, and is the transformation |α, β〉 → ∣∣√ηdetα,√ηdetβ〉.
The effect of dark counts is to make the ideal protocol for AND prone to errors. Indeed, the ideal
protocol might be inconclusive, if no photon is detected, but whenever it returns output “0” or “1”, this
output can be trusted. It is no longer the case if there are dark counts: it is possible to get output “0” if
AND(a, b) = 1, and vice-versa.
Here is our modified protocol Π˜′A; ΠA and ΠD stay unchanged, apart from now running Π˜
′
A rather than
Π˜A as a subroutine.
Protocol Π˜′A on inputs a, b ∈ {0, 1}: Given αout and η, let α0 = αoutηr and α1 = αoutηr−1/2 , α2 =
αout
ηr−3/2 , . . . , αr−1 =
αout
η3/2
, αr =
αout
η1/2
.
In the initialization phase, Alice prepares a two-mode register C in state |α0, 0〉. Then, for rounds
i = 1 to r:
1. On a = 0, Alice applies the identity map to register C and sends the transformed state to Bob.
On a = 1, Alice instead passes the two-mode of register C through the beamsplitter Rθr and then
sends register C to Bob.
2. On b = 0, for round i, Bob discards the state of register C, replaces it with a fresh copy of |αi, 0〉
and sends it to Alice. On b = 1, Bob applies the identity map to register C and returns it to Alice.
After r rounds, Alice measures each mode of register C with single photon threshold detectors and
communicates the result to Bob. They generate their output as follows:
• If only the first mode clicks, they output “0”.
• If only the second mode clicks, they output “1” .
• If neither mode clicks or both modes click, they output “Inconclusive”.
The extra classical verification in ΠA in case of a “1” output of Π˜′A is to ensure that at ΠA and then
at ΠD level, errors can only be “one-sided”: it is possible that an intersecting date is not detected as such,
but a non-intersecting date is never thought to be intersecting. This property of the error at the date level
severely limits propagation of errors. We show in Appendix C that, for dark count probability pdark for the
measurement at the end of each execution of Π˜′A, the overall error probability of ΠD is pdark (rather than a
bound ≈ n · pdark obtained using the union bound when this extra check is not performed).
In particular, and in contrast to the practical fingerprinting protocol of Ref. [9], the input size for which
we can achieve a quantum advantage is not limited by pdark for us. It is rather the loss parameter η which has
a much bigger impact here, since quantum advantage for appointment scheduling requires interaction, and
for r rounds of interaction, the global effect of the loss is essentially η2r. The following theorem provides
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bounds on the information leakage when the protocol is run while taking such experimental errors into
account.
Theorem 2 The following holds for the protocol ΠD when run with loss parameter η, dark count probability
pdark, and detector efficiency ηdet. With α0 = αoutηr and α1 =
αout
ηr−1/2 , α2 =
αout
ηr−3/2 , . . . , αr−1 =
αout
η3/2
, αr =
αout
η1/2
in Π˜′A, the protocol ΠD never outputs a date which is not intersecting, and the probability that the
output is ∅ when there is an intersecting date is at most pdark. The information leakage satisfies
QIC(ΠD) ≤ s+ log s+ 1 + 2n
1− p pdark
+
n
1− p max
[
2(2r + 3)
n
,
h
(
1
2
(1− F˜ (r, αout, η))
)
+ 2(2r + 3) h
(
2 lnn
s
+
1
n
)]
for all values of n and s satisfying n ≥ 4 and 8 ln(n) ≤ s ≤ n, and in which
F˜ (r, αout, η) = exp
[−(η−2r − 1)
(1− η2) |αout|
2
[
1− cos
( pi
2r
)]]
,
p = e−ηdet|αout|
2
(1− pdark)2 + (1− e−ηdet|αout|
2
+ e−ηdet|αout|
2
pdark)pdark.
(p is the probability of an inconclusive outcome.)
For appropriately chosen s and small pdark, the term h
(
1
2(1− F˜ (r, αout, η))
)
is the limiting one. If
η < 1, this term as a function of r is limited by a trade-off between ≈ η−2r and ≈ 1/r2. For constant η,
there is an optimal value of r for this term, independent of n and α. Hence, for constant η and α, this term,
even optimized over r, does not decrease as n increases, and we can at best expect quantum advantage by
a constant multiplicative factor in terms of information leakage. Taking s ≈ n2/3, this term as well as the
term 2n pdark/(1 − p) are the only two growing linearly with n, hence they are the limiting ones for large
n.
In Figure 4 we plot r and α as a function of η, optimized to minimize the information leakage given in
Theorem 2, under the parameters n = 1015, pdark = 4 × 10−8, and ηdet = 0.9. Note that the tail-ends of
these plots do not continue the behaviour established at lower values of η, which can be intuited from the
fact that as η → 1 the optimal r for the term h
(
1
2(1− F˜ (r, αout, η))
)
grows large, so the other terms in
Theorem 2 become significant and must now be taken into account.
If η ≈ 1 − 1r but pdark > 0, then we could improve on the quantum advantage to Θ˜(nr ) (for r ≤
n1/3) while keeping the same quantum subroutine but modifying the global classical processing. See Ap-
pendix C.3 for details.
In Figure 2 we plot the information leakage of our quantum protocol under the experimental imperfec-
tions η = 0.99, pdark = 4 × 10−8, and ηdet = 0.9 versus the classical lower bound. In contrast to the plot
of Figure 1, the optimized number of rounds remains small so that the total loss does not increase too much
with n and completely degrade the system. For this reason, asymptotically, r must scale constant in n. Un-
fortunately, this implies that for any fixed η < 1 our protocol has asymptotic information leakage Θ(n) (just
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Classical lower bound, ϵ=0
Quantum ideal, ϵ=0
107 1010 1013 1016
n
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
QIC/n (bits)
Figure 1: This figure shows the O(n2/3) limiting behaviour of our quantum protocol in comparison with
the Ω(n) classical lower bound in the ideal setting for zero-error. We have chosen the number of rounds
r = n1/3, the coherent state amplitude α = 1 and subsample size s = n2/3. The information leakage (QIC)
measured in bits divided by the input size n is plotted on the y-axis, and the input size n on the x-axis.
like the classical lower bound). However, we see in Figure 2 that it still gives rise to a quantum advantage
by a factor of 2. We also plot an optimized quantum advantage obtained by our protocol as a function of η
in Figure 3. In particular, we note that by optimizing r and α and picking appropriate subsampling size s,
we can get a quantum advantage starting around η ≈ 0.975 for ηdet = 0.9 and pdark = 4 × 10−8. Also,
for η = 0.999, ηdet = 0.9, and pdark = 4 × 10−8 we get an improvement by a factor of more than 14!
These parameters are challenging, but nevertheless seem achievable in the near future, especially taking into
account that transmission distance is not crucial to the parties performing these protocols: the parties can
bring the data close to each other before running the protocol at close proximity.
4 Discussion
We have proposed a quantum appointment scheduling protocol that requires only coherent states over two
modes and basic linear optics operations over these two modes, along with classical processing. Our protocol
shows that this important task can be realized in principle with such technology while providing a quantum
advantage over any classical protocols in terms of information leakage. The experimental parameters re-
quired to obtain a quantum advantage are challenging and have not yet been realized in the lab. However,
we believe that these could be achieved in the near future, especially when taking into consideration that
both parties can be in same lab, not far apart, for these private computations.
We found that the most limiting experimental parameter is the loss parameter η. In Figure 3, we plot
the quantum advantage in terms of information leakage as a function of η. We find that with constant loss,
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Quantum ideal, ϵ=0
Classical lower bound, ϵ=0
Quantum experimental, ϵ=pd=4×10-8 , η=0.99, ηdet=0.9
Classical lower bound, ϵ=4×10-8
108 1010 1012 1014
n
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
QIC/n (bits)
Figure 2: This figure depicts the quantum advantage in terms of information leakage (QIC) measured in
bits, and compares both the classical lower bounds for zero-error and ε-error protocols, to both the quantum
upper bound for an ideal experimental set-up and for set-ups accounting for experimental errors with the
following parameters: transmissivity η = 0.99, dark count probability pdark = ε = 4× 10−8, and detection
efficiency ηdet = 0.9. At each point we have optimized over s, α, and r. The value of s obtained by our
optimization decreases from around s = 0.1n to s = 0.001n as n increases from 107 to 1011. The optimized
value of r increases with n from around r = 30 to around r = 100, and the optimized value of α remains
near α = 1. The information leakage divided by the input size n is plotted on the y-axis, and the input size
n on the x-axis. Note that the classical information leakage lower bound with non-zero error could probably
be made much closer to the one at zero error by a careful analysis of Refs [20, 19] in the finite regime.
we have Ω(n) for the information leakage, with some constant information advantage ratio in a suitable
parameter regime.
More generally, for n-bit inputs and r rounds of interactions, for r ≤ n1/3, if η ≈ 1 − 1r , by slightly
adapting the protocol we can get the information leakage as low as O˜(nr ), leading to an asymptotic quantum
advantage of O˜(n2/3) vs. the classical Ω(n) lower bound. Our protocol in the ideal setting (for η = 1 and
pdark = 0) already achieves this asymptotic advantage, which is displayed in Figure 1.
Our work also opens up multiple interesting avenues of research into practical interactive communi-
cation. First, it will be interesting to see if the experimental parameters required to achieve a quantum
advantage with our protocol can be achieved in the near future, and then whether the different components
can be put together to obtain such a quantum advantage for the task of appointment scheduling. It will
also be interesting to see how much further it is possible to improve practical protocols implementing the
appointment scheduling task that we consider. We also hope that the tools that we develop in this work will
serve to develop practical protocols with quantum advantage for other important distributed tasks.
Acknowledgements.
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Quantum experimental, ϵ=pdark=4x10-8 , n=1015, ηdet=0.8
Quantum experimental, ϵ=pdark=4x10-8 , n=1015, ηdet=0.9
Quantum experimental, ϵ=pdark=4x10-8 , n=1015, ηdet=1
Classical lower bound, ϵ=4x10-8
0.970 0.975 0.980 0.985 0.990 0.995 1.000
η
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Quantum experimental, ϵ=pdark=4x10-8 , n=1015, ηdet=0.9
Quantum experimental, ϵ=pdark=4x10-8 , n=1030, ηdet=0.9
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Figure 3: These figures depict the quantum advantage in terms of information leakage (QIC) measured in
bits as a function of the loss parameter η. On the left, it makes a similar comparison to the classical protocols
as in Figure 2, but for different values of ηdet, and on the right it plots the classical over quantum ratio for
n = 1015 and n = 1030. We have used s = 0.001n, which we have found performs very well for this
range of η. We can see that for pdark = 4× 10−8 and ηdet = 0.9, we begin to get a quantum advantage for
η ≈ 0.975, and the advantage grows as η goes to one. In particular, for η = 0.999, we get an improvement
by a factor of more than 14! Note that we have implicitly optimized r and α as functions of η here to obtain
the greatest advantage.
r optimized as a function of η for ϵ=pdark=4×10-8 , n=1015, ηdet=0.9
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Figure 4: These figures depict r on the left, and α on the right, optimized to minimize the information
leakage, as functions of the transmissivity η for fixed n = 1015, pdark = 4 × 10−8, and ηdet = 0.9, under
the choice s = 0.001n. At η = 1 the optimal values are α = 1.47 and r = 1798.
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Appendix
A Information Leakage
In this section we formally define the information leakage, and develop some properties which we will use
to bound the information leakage of our appointment scheduling protocols. We define quantum information
complexity and discuss its link to privacy and some of its properties. We then specialize the discussion to the
case of pure state protocols, further specialize to protocols with one-bit inputs, and then with no pre-shared
entanglement.
A.1 Quantum Information Complexity
A.1.1 Definition
A quantity of interest in this work is the quantum information cost (or quantum information leakage, as
written in the main text), as introduced in [17]. We use an equivalent characterization given in [18]. In
quantum communication protocols, there is no clear notion of a transcript, so this definition quantifies how
much information is exchanged in each round. In the sequel, we denote the von Neumann entropy by H ,
and for a tripartite state ρABC , we denote the conditional entropy H(A|B) = H(AB) − H(B) and the
conditional quantum mutual information (CQMI) between A and B conditioned on C by I(A : B|C) =
H(A|C) − H(A|B,C). Based on CQMI, the definition of quantum information cost of a protocol is as
follows. The registers refer to those in Figure 5.
Definition 1 For a protocol Π and an input distribution µ, we define the quantum information cost of the
ith message of Π on input distribution µ as
QICi(Π, µ) = I(Ci;X|Y Bi) + I(Ci;Y |XAi),
the quantum information cost of Π on input distribution µ as
QIC(Π, µ) =
∑
i
QICi(Π, µ),
and the (prior-free) quantum information cost of Π as
QIC(Π) = max
µ
QIC(Π, µ).
We discuss some of these properties as well as the connection to privacy in the next sections. As
discussed in Ref. [18], this is also well defined for classical protocols and then the definition agree with the
one used in the classical literature [21, 22, 23].
Given a relation T , we can define the the quantum information complexity of T by optimizing the
quantum information cost over all protocols that compute T . We are interested in a prior-free notion of
quantum information complexity, as introduced in [8].
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Figure 5: Depiction of a quantum protocol in the interactive model, adapted from the long version of [17,
Figure 1]. More details about the interactive model of quantum communication can be found there.
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Definition 2 Given a relation T and an error parameter ε ≥ 0, we define the quantum information com-
plexity of T at ε error as
QIC(T, ε) = inf
Π
QIC(Π),
in which the infimum is taken over all protocols that compute T with error at most ε on all inputs.
A.1.2 Privacy
One motivation to take QIC as a complexity measure for our quantum protocol is to have a fair comparison
to classical notions. Both these notions characterize amortized communication complexity to solve multiple
instances of the same problem in parallel, or equivalently, how much the messages arising from multiple
copies of the protocol can be compressed. They also share many other important properties, and as such
QIC is viewed as the quantum analogue to the classical notion of information leakage [23]. Moreover, these
notions agree for classical protocols.
Another motivation was in terms of privacy concerns in a quantum honest-but-curious type of model,
in which we want the parties to exchange the correct messages, but they might collect as much information
as possible about each other’s input. We want to bound how much information such parties might have at
the end of protocols. However, we know from prior work that one must be really careful how to define
quantum information, that unexpected behavior can arise [24, 25, 26]. Depending on the situation, many
different definitions have been put forward [27, 28, 29, 17, 30]. The link between many of these was studied
in Ref. [18], and it was found that the notion of QIC we use is an upper bound on all of these. Hence, with
this upper bound on the quantum information leakage, the difference between it and the classical bound will
be smaller than for some other choices, but it will be robust.
A.1.3 Properties
We make use of many properties of conditional entropy and CQMI, among which the followings. Note that
all log are base two.
Lemma 1 If ρ = ρABCD =
∑
c p(c)|c〉〈c| ⊗ ρABDc is a classical-quantum state with classical register C,
then (Conditioning on a classical register is taking the average)
H(A|CD)ρ = Ec [H(A|D)ρc ] ,
I(A : B|CD)ρ = Ec [I(A : B|D)ρc ] ,
and also (Dimension bound)
I(A : C|D)ρ ≤ log dim(C),
I(A : B|D)ρ ≤ 2 log dim(B),
H(A) ≤ log dim(A).
If ρ = ρAB = |ψ〉〈ψ|A ⊗ ρB is pure on system A, then (Pure states have no entropy)
H(A|B)ρ = 0.
Lemma 2 (Data processing inequality) For any quantum state ρABC ,
H(A|BC)ρ ≤ H(A|B)ρ.
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Lemma 3 (Isometric invariance) For any quantum state ρA and any isometry V ∈ U(A,B),
H(A)ρ = H(B)V ρV † .
We also make use of many properties of QIC. The proof of the properties in the following lemma can
be found in [17, 8].
Lemma 4 Let ν be a distribution over input distributions µ, and denote µ ∼ ν the random distribution µ
over inputs picked with probability ν(µ). Denote µ¯ = Eµ∼ν [µ]. Then for any protocol Π (Concavity in input
distribution)
Eµ∼ν [QIC(Π, µ)] ≤ QIC(Π, µ¯).
For any p ∈ [0, 1] and any two input distributions µ1 and µ2 onXY , let µ = pµ1 +(1−p)µ2. The following
then holds for any r-message protocol Π (Quasi-convexity in input distribution)
QIC(Π, µ) ≤ pQIC(Π, µ1) + (1− p)QIC(Π, µ2) + 2r h(p).
For any two protocols Π1 and Π2, the following holds for the protocol Π1 ⊗ Π2, running them in parallel,
and for any joint input µ12 (Subadditivity)
QIC(Π1 ⊗Π2, µ12) ≤ QIC(Π1, µ1) + QIC(Π2, µ2),
with µ1 and µ2 the marginal of µ12 for the input to protocols Π1 and Π2, respectively.
The following lemmata show that when running a protocol as a subroutine, classical side-information
can be conditioned on, and quantum side-information can be safely discarded without increasing quantum
information cost. We first introduce some notation.
Definition 3 Let ρAinBinOAOBµ be a state with purification of the form
|ρµ〉AinBinOAOBR =
∑
o
√
pO(o) |o〉OA |o〉OB |ρµo〉AinBinR
o
,
for some distribution pO and input distributions µo satisfying µ =
∑
o pO(o)µo, and where purification
register Ro = RoXR
o
Y . Also let Π be a protocol acting on input registers AinBin = XY . Then we define
the quantum information cost of Π on µ|O as
QIC(Π, µ|O) =
∑
i
I(Ci;X|Y BiOB) + I(Ci;Y |XAiOA).
Definition 4 Let Π be a protocol acting on input registers AinBin = XY , let ρAinBinµ and σA
′
inB
′
in be
states, with A′in = AinA˜ and B
′
in = BinB˜ for some arbitrary finite dimensional registers A˜, B˜, and such
that TrA˜B˜(σ) = ρµ. Then we define the quantum information cost of Π on µ with side information σ as
QIC(Π, µ|σ) =
∑
i
I(Ci;X|Y BiB˜) + I(Ci;Y |XAiA˜).
The next lemma follows from definitions.
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Lemma 5 In the setting of Definition 3, define σA′inB′in = ρAinBinOAOB , with A′in = AinOA and B′in =
BinOB , and such that TrOAOB (ρ
AinBinOAOB ) = ρµ. Then
QIC(Π, µ|σ) = QIC(Π, µ|O).
The next lemma follows directly from the definition and because conditioning on a classical register is
taking the average (Lemma 1), noting that OA and OB are perfectly correlated and are classical once one of
them is traced out.
Lemma 6 (Conditioning on a common variable is taking average) In the setting of Definition 3,
QIC(Π, µ|O) =
∑
o
pO(o)QIC(Π, µo).
The next lemma follows from subadditivity (a stronger version than the one stated here, which is proved
in Ref. [8] and also holds for quantum state inputs and is equivalent in the case of classical inputs with side
information) and the fact that we can implement an identity channel with the trivial protocol that does not
communicate at all.
Lemma 7 (Safe discarding of side-information) Let Π be a protocol acting on input registers AinBin =
XY , ρAinBinµ and σ
A′inB
′
in be states, with A′in = Ain ⊗ A˜ and B′in = Bin ⊗ B˜ for some arbitrary finite
dimensional registers A˜, B˜, and such that TrA˜B˜(σ) = ρµ. Then
QIC(Π, µ|σ) ≤ QIC(Π, µ).
We will consider inconclusive protocols which compute a given relation but might also return output
“inconclusive” with some probability. A particularly important class of such protocols in our setting are
recursively defined as follows, which generalizes our AND protocol ΠA.
Definition 5 Given a protocol Π˜ which can be inconclusive, and such that Alice and Bob always agree on
whether a run was inconclusive or not, we recursively define Π(Π˜) as follows:
Protocol Π(Π˜):
1. Run Protocol Π˜.
2. If Π˜ returns an output, return this output.
3. Else, if Π˜ is inconclusive, rerun Π(Π˜)
In particular, we will be interested in protocols Π˜ that have the same probability p to be inconclusive for
all their inputs. The following bound holds for such protocols.
Lemma 8 (Rerunning an inconclusive protocol) Let Π˜ be a protocol that has uniform probability p < 1
of being inconclusive for all input pairs (x, y), and let Π(Π˜) be as in Definition 5. Then for any input
distribution µ it holds that
QIC(Π(Π˜), µ) ≤ 1
1− pQIC(Π˜, µ).
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Proof. In the setting of Definition 4, let A˜ = OAAleft and B˜ = OBBleft with OA, OB indicator variables
(as in the setting of Definition 3) for whether the run was inconclusive and Aleft, Bleft leftover registers
when a run is inconclusive. Then, if OA and OB are set to zero, the protocol ends and the only cost incurred
is that of Π˜, and else Π(Π˜) is rerun entirely. Notice that since the probability p that the run is inconclusive
is uniform for all inputs (x, y), it holds that µ|OA = 1 is distributed as µ. Denoting σ1 the state on
XY AleftBleft when OA = 1, we get
QIC(Π(Π˜), µ) = QIC(Π˜, µ) + Pr[OA = 1]QIC(Π(Π˜), µ|σ1)
≤ QIC(Π˜, µ) + pQIC(Π(Π˜), µ),
in which the inequality follows by safe discarding of quantum side-information (Lemma 7). The result
follows by rearranging terms.
A.2 Quantum Information Cost of Pure State Protocols
A.2.1 General Pure State Protocols
We consider protocols for which, conditional on fixed inputs x, y, pure states |φx,yi 〉C are exchanged. For
any such protocol Π and any input distribution µ, we can then rewrite for the ith term of the quantum
information cost:
QICi(Π, µ) = I(X;Ci|Y Bi) + I(Y ;Ci|XAi) (A.1)
= H(Ci|Y Bi)−H(Ci|XY Bi) +H(Ci|XAi)−H(Ci|XY Ai) (A.2)
= H(Ci|Y Bi) +H(Ci|XAi) (A.3)
= Ey∼µY [H(CiBi|Y = y)−H(Bi|Y = y)] (A.4)
+ Ex∼µX [H(CiAi|X = x)−H(Ai|X = x)].
The third equality follows by expanding over conditioning registers XY (Lemma 1) and then using that
the messages in register C are pure states (Lemma 1). We denote by µX and µY the marginals of µ on X
and Y , respectively. This is a similar to the form of QIC for memoryless protocols studied in Ref. [26].
A.2.2 Protocols with One-bit Inputs
For computing bitwise AND, we can further use the fact that X and Y are single bits. We will be interested
in distributions µw on XY with very small mass µw(1, 1) = w, hence we consider a distribution that is
close to the extreme case µw0 given by µ
w
0 (1, 1) = 0 and µ
w
0 (x, y) =
1
1−wµw(x, y) for (x, y) 6= (1, 1).
We handle the non-zero but small mass on (1, 1) by quasi-convexity in the input distribution. Note that
QIC(Π, µ1) = 0 for µ1 such that µ1(1, 1) = 1. The following bound holds for any M message protocol
and was derived in Ref. [8].
Lemma 9 (Continuity for low mass protocols) For any M message protocol Π and any input distribution
µw as above,
QIC(Π, µw) ≤ QIC(Π, µw0 ) + 2M h(w).
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Hence, the set of input distributions µ0 with no mass on (1, 1) will play a special role. We have the
following definition.
Definition 6 For any protocol Π for AND, we define
QIC0(Π) = max
µ0:µ0(1,1)=0
QIC(Π, µ0).
A.2.3 Protocols with no Pre-shared Entanglement
We will be considering protocols with no pre-shared entanglement. For such protocols, the following remark
can be seen to hold by an inductive argument.
Remark 1 For any protocol with pure state messages and no pre-shared entanglement, it holds that regis-
ters Ai, Bi, and Ci are all pure, separable states conditional on X,Y .
For protocols with one-bit inputs, we are thus left with computing the different entropies in QIC, all over
states corresponding to an ensemble of two pure states each with some a priori distribution. Computing such
entropies can be reduced to a function of the overlap F between the two pure states and the probability p of
having the first of these states.
Lemma 10 For any two pure states |ψ〉A and |φ〉A with overlap F (|ψ〉, |φ〉) = |〈ψ|φ〉| = F and probability
p of having |ψ〉A, the entropy H(A)ρ of the average state ρA = p|ψ〉〈ψ| + (1 − p)|φ〉〈φ| can be computed
as a function of F and p:
H(A)ρ = h
(
1
2
− 1
2
√
1− 4p(1− p)(1− F 2)
)
≤ h
(
1
2
(1− F )
)
,
with the binary entropy h(ε) = −ε log ε− (1− ε) log(1− ε) for any ε ∈ [0, 1].
The inequality follows since, for any fixedF ∈ [0, 1), the binary entropy h(12−12
√
1− 4p(1− p)(1− F 2))
is maximized at p = 12 .
A.3 Appointment Scheduling and Disjointness
The main problem that we study is the appointment scheduling problem. In this problem, Alice and Bob
each have a calendar and know for each date whether they are available or not to schedule an appointment.
The goal is for Alice and Bob to determine a date where they are both available. In case where at least
one such date exists, we require that both Alice and Bob output the same date. In case when no such
date exists, we require that they both output that their calendars are non-intersecting. More formally, we
represent n-date calendars by input strings x, y ∈ {0, 1}n, with a one at position i indicating availability
and a zero non-availability. The goal of Alice and Bob is to both output the same date i ∈ [n], with
[n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}, such that xi = yi = 1 if such a date exists, or else both output “∅” saying that their
calendars are non-intersecting.
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A closely related problem is the disjointness function for n-bit inputs, defined as: for all x, y ∈ {0, 1}n,
DISJn(x, y) = ¬
(
ORi∈[n](xi AND yi)
)
.
In fact, any protocol solving the appointment scheduling problem can be converted into a protocol with
output on both sides solving the disjointness function without changing the communication or the probability
of error as follows:
1. Alice and Bob run the protocol for appointment scheduling and each get an output.
2. If the output is that no intersection exists, they output that the sets are disjoint.
3. Else, if the output is some date of intersection, they output that the sets are not disjoint.
The following bounds is proven in Ref. [19] for computing the Disjointness function with zero-error.
Theorem 3 Any zero-error classical protocol ΠC for computing the Disjointness function on n-bit inputs
has information leakage satisfying IC(ΠC) ≥ 0.48n.
The result was extended to non-zero error protocols in Ref. [20], who obtained the following bounds.
Theorem 4 Any classical protocol ΠC for computing the Disjointness function on n-bit inputs with error
at most ε > 0 has information leakage satisfying IC(ΠC) ≥ (0.48− 16 h(
√
ε))n.
It is also shown in Ref. [20] that the 16 h(
√
ε) term can be replaced by the potentially much smallerO(h(ε))
for the Disjointness function. However, the constant is left unexplicit in that case.
B Information Leakage Analysis for our Appointment Scheduling protocol:
Ideal setting
In this section we analyze the ideal setting information leakage of the appointment scheduling protocol
developed in the main text. First we prove Lemma 11, which holds for any appointment scheduling protocol
using an arbitrary zero-error protocol ΠA for AND. We then use this lemma to bound the information
leakage of our protocol.
B.1 QIC for ΠD with a generic ΠA
Lemma 11 Given a zero-error protocol ΠA for AND built from protocol Π˜A as in Definition 5 that has
uniform probability p of being inconclusive, the protocol ΠD described in Section 2 satisfies
QIC(ΠD) ≤ s+ log s+ 1 + n
1− p max
[
2(2r + 1)
n
,
QIC0(Π˜A) + 2(2r + 1) h
(
2 lnn
s
+
1
n
)]
for all values of n and s satisfying n ≥ 4 and 8 ln(n) ≤ s ≤ n.
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Note that for zero error, running protocol ΠD in terms of ΠA and Π˜A as in the main text or in terms of
ΠA(Π˜A) as per Definition 5 leads to the same QIC. This follows since the extra information sent in step 3 of
ΠA can be computed locally, because for zero-error protocols this extra information is sent only when both
inputs are equal to “1”. For the proof below, we thus consider ΠA(Π˜A) as per Definition 5, and virtually
avoid the transmission of this extra information in the ideal case.
We want to show that QIC(ΠD) = maxµ QIC(ΠD, µ) is small. Fix any such µ. The bitwise AND
protocol is only guaranteed to have low information leakage for low probability of intersection. The classical
subsampling part serves to ensure that, in the case where no intersecting date is found, we can update our
knowledge about µ, such that with high probability, it has few intersections in the remaining dates.
Hence, an average date has low probability of being an intersecting date, and we can run our bitwise
AND protocol on each date without incurring too high an information leakage. We formalize this as follows.
Proof. We first upper bound the information leakage in the classical subsampling part by the total amount of
communication arising in that phase (Lemma 1 with classical communication register), s for the compared
bit values and log s+ 1 to indicate whether there is coincidence and if so, the position of coincidence within
the subsampled set. Let SA be an indicator random variable for whether an intersecting date was found while
subsampling. We first use the results that conditioning on a common variable is taking average (Lemma 6)
and that we can safely discard side-information (Lemma 7) to notice that the information cost corresponding
to running the bitwise AND protocol ΠA in parallel is upper bounded by QIC(Π⊗nA , ν), in which ν is the
distribution resulting from conditioning the distribution µ on the observation SA = 0, denoted µ|SA = 0.
Denoting νi the marginal of ν in the ith date, we can then bound
QIC(ΠD, µ) ≤ s+ log s+ 1 + Pr[SA = 0]QIC(Π⊗nA , ν) (B.1)
≤ s+ log s+ 1 + Pr[SA = 0]
∑
i∈[n]
QIC(ΠA, νi) (B.2)
≤ s+ log s+ 1 + Pr[SA = 0]nQIC(ΠA, 1
n
∑
i∈[n]
νi) (B.3)
≤ s+ log s+ 1 + Pr[SA = 0] n
1− pQIC(Π˜A,
1
n
∑
i∈[n]
νi), (B.4)
in which the second inequality follows from subadditivity (Lemma 4), the third from concavity in the input
distribution (Lemma 4) and the fourth by rerunning an inconclusive protocol (Lemma 8).
We consider two cases, either Pr[SA = 0] ≤ 1/n or Pr[SA = 0] > 1/n.
If Pr[SA = 0] ≤ 1/n, then we can use a dimension bound (Lemma 1 on each classical input register) to
get, for the 2r + 1 messages in Π˜A,
Pr[SA = 0]QIC(Π˜A,
1
n
∑
i∈[n]
νi) ≤ 2(2r + 1)
n
, (B.5)
which completes the proof in this case.
If Pr[SA = 0] > 1/n, we need only to show that the classical subsampling stage ensures the inequality
1
n
∑
i∈[n]
νi(1, 1) ≤ 2 ln(n)
s
+
1
n
≤ 1/2 (B.6)
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for all values of n and s satisfying n ≥ 4 and 8 ln(n) ≤ s ≤ n. An application of the continuity bound
for low mass protocols (Lemma 9) will complete the proof in this case. The second inequality in (B.6) is
straightforward. For the first, let N(X,Y ) be a random variable outputting the number of intersecting dates
of (x, y). Note that ∑
i∈[n]
νi(1, 1) = EνN(X,Y ) = Eµ|SA=0N(X,Y )
=
∑
1≤d≤n
Pr[N(X,Y ) = d|SA = 0] d (B.7)
and
Pr[N(X,Y ) = d|SA = 0] = Pr[N(X,Y ) = d]
Pr[SA = 0]
· Pr[SA = 0|N(X,Y ) = d]
≤ nPr[N(X,Y ) = d](1− d/n)s
≤ nPr[N(X,Y ) = d] exp(−ds/n), (B.8)
where the first inequality follows from the case assumption Pr[SA = 0] ≥ 1/n and Pr[SA = 0|N(X,Y ) =
d] ≤ (1− d/n)s. Thus,∑
i∈[n]
νi(1, 1) =
∑
1≤d≤d 2n ln(n)
s
e
Pr[N(X,Y ) = d|SA = 0] d
+
∑
d 2n ln(n)
s
e<d≤n
Pr[N(X,Y ) = d|SA = 0] d
≤
∑
1≤d≤d 2n ln(n)
s
e
Pr[N(X,Y ) = d|SA = 0] d
+
∑
d 2n ln(n)
s
e<d≤n
nPr[N(X,Y ) = d] exp(−ds/n)n
≤
∑
1≤d≤d 2n ln(n)
s
e
Pr[N(X,Y ) = d|SA = 0] d
+ 1
≤ 2n ln(n)
s
+ 2.
The first inequality follows from (B.8) and the upper bound d ≤ n for all d in the range of the second sum.
The second inequality follows from exp(−ds/n) ≤ 1/n2 (which results from 2 ln(n)n/s < d) and the fact
that the sum over all d of Pr[N(X,Y ) = d] is at most 1. The third inequality follows from the fact that
the sum is upper bounded by a convex combination of 1 ≤ d ≤ d2n ln(n)s e, which is upper bounded by the
largest term d2n ln(n)s e ≤ 2n ln(n)s + 1. This completes the proof of the inequality (B.6), and the proof of
Lemma 11 follows from the continuity for low mass protocols, Lemma 9.
B.2 QIC for subroutine AND protocol
Here we complete the proof of Theorem 1 by bounding the information cost QIC0(Π˜A) = maxµ0:µ0(1,1)=0 QIC(Π˜A, µ0)
of our bitwise-AND protocol ΠA in the ideal setting.
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The following lemma, along with Lemma 11 and the fact that the uniform probability p of Π˜A to be
inconclusive is p = exp(− |α|2), completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Lemma 12
QIC0(Π˜A) ≤ h
(
1
2
(1− F (r, α))
)
,
in which
F (r, α) = exp
[
−r |α|2
[
1− cos
( pi
2r
)]]
.
Now we prove this lemma. First, recall the evolution of the protocol on the different inputs. In order to
assess information leakage, Bob makes all his operations isometric. Here, we explicitly record in parentheses
the state representing Bob’s memory. Note that in practice, Bob can generate these states on the fly and need
not keep any quantum memory.
Evolution of Π˜A for different inputs:
On (0, 0): |α, 0〉(|α, 0〉⊗r) →A |α, 0〉(|α, 0〉⊗r) →B |α, 0〉(|α, 0〉⊗r) →A · · ·
On (0,1): |α, 0〉(|α, 0〉⊗r) →A |α, 0〉(|α, 0〉⊗r) →B |α, 0〉(|α, 0〉⊗r) →A · · ·
On (1, 0):
|α, 0〉(|α, 0〉⊗r)
→A |cos(θ)α, sin(θ)α〉(|α, 0〉⊗r) →B |α, 0〉(|cos(θ)α, sin(θ)α〉 |α, 0〉⊗r−1)
→A |cos(θ)α, sin(θ)α〉(|cos(θ)α, sin(θ)α〉 |α, 0〉⊗r−1)
→B |α, 0〉(|cos(θ)α, sin(θ)α〉⊗2 |α, 0〉⊗r−2)
→A |cos(θ)α, sin(θ)α〉(|cos(θ)α, sin(θ)α〉⊗2 |α, 0〉⊗r−2)
→B |α, 0〉(|cos(θ)α, sin(θ)α〉⊗3 |α, 0〉⊗r−3)
...
...
→A |cos(θ)α, sin(θ)α〉(|cos(θ)α, sin(θ)α〉⊗r−1 |α, 0〉⊗1)
→B |α, 0〉(|cos(θ)α, sin(θ)α〉⊗r)
= |α, 0〉(|cos(θ)α, sin(θ)α〉⊗r)
On (1, 1):
|α, 0〉(|α, 0〉⊗r)
→A |cos(θ)α, sin(θ)α〉(|α, 0〉⊗r) →B |cos(θ)α, sin(θ)α〉(|α, 0〉⊗r)
→A |cos(2θ)α, sin(2θ)α〉(|α, 0〉⊗r) →B |cos(2θ)α, sin(2θ)α〉(|α, 0〉⊗r)
...
...
→A |cos(rθ)α, sin(rθ)α〉(|α, 0〉⊗r) →B
∣∣cos(pi2 )α, sin(pi2 )α〉(|α, 0〉⊗r)
= |0, α〉(|α, 0〉⊗r).
We now upper bound QIC0(Π˜A).
We first handle the last message. Under µ0, this last message is 0 with probability 1 − e−|α|2 and
inconclusive with probability e−|α|
2
. This holds independently of the input (x, y) and of the content of
B2r+1. Thus, QIC2r+1(Π˜A, µ0) = 0. This is the only non-pure message in the protocol.
The first 2r messages are pure, so we start from (A.4), for which we have a trivial Ai register here. We
first note that under µ0, if X = 1 then Y = 0, so H(Ci|X = 1) = 0 because register Ci is then in a pure
state (Lemma 1). Similarly, if Y = 1 then X = 0 and H(Ci|Bi, Y = 1) = 0 because register Ci is then
in a pure state. Further, on X = 0, the pure state messages in Ci is the same whether Y = 0 or Y = 1, so
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H(Ci|X = 0) = 0 because register Ci is then in a pure state. Similarly, on even i’s and for Y = 0, the pure
state messages in Ci is the same whether X = 0 or X = 1, so H(Ci|Bi, Y = 0) = 0 for even i’s. Finally,
for odd i > 1’s, we notice that on Y = 0, the pure state held in register Bi is the same as that in registers
Ci−2Bi−2, so that the following holds:
QIC(Π˜A, µ0) =
2r∑
i=1
QICi(Π˜A, µ0) (B.9)
≤ (H(C1B1|Y = 0)−H(B1|Y = 0) (B.10)
+
2r−1∑
i=3, odd
(H(CiBi|Y = 0)−H(Ci−2Bi−2|Y = 0)
)
(B.11)
= H(C2r−1B2r−1|Y = 0)−H(B1|Y = 0) (B.12)
= H(C2r−1B2r−1|Y = 0). (B.13)
The content of the C2r−1B2r−1 registers at the end is r copies or the same pure state, the same that was
sent in message C1, depending onX for Y = 0. Denoting byDi each of these r copies and using the results
from Section A.2.3, we can obtain the following bound:
QIC(Π˜A, µ0) ≤ H(C2r−1B2r−1|Y = 0) (B.14)
= H(D1 · · ·Dr) (B.15)
≤ h
(
1
2
(1− F (r, α))
)
, (B.16)
with F (r, α) the overlap between r copies of the pure states sent in message C1 corresponding to X = 0
and X = 1, respectively. Recall that the overlap F is F = exp(−12 |γ − δ|2) for coherent states |γ〉 and |δ〉.
We get F (r, α) = exp(−r |α|22 [sin2(θ) + (1− cos(θ))2]) = exp(−r |α|2 [1− cos( pi2r )]). The result follows.
C Information Leakage Analysis for our Appointment Scheduling protocol:
Experimental errors
In this section we analyze the information leakage of our appointment scheduling protocol under exper-
imental imperfections. We also argue about the error the protocol makes. Finally, we analyse a slight
modification of the protocol in the regime η = 1 − 1/r which allows us to achieve information leakage nr
up to polylogarithmic terms, for r ≤ n1/3.
C.1 Information leakage analysis
Here we analyze the information leakage of our modified appointment scheduling protocol under experi-
mental errors.
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C.1.1 QIC for ΠD with experimental errors
Lemma 13 The protocol ΠD run with subroutine Π′A described in Section 3 satisfies
QIC(ΠD) ≤ s+ log s+ 1 + 2n
1− ppdark
+
n
1− p max
[
2(2r + 3)
n
,
QIC0(Π˜
′
A) + 2(2r + 3) h
(
2 lnn
s
+
1
n
)]
for all values of n and s satisfying n ≥ 4 and 8 ln(n) ≤ s ≤ n, and where p is the probability of an
inconclusive outcome, i.e., the probability that either no click or a double click occur,
p = e−ηdet|αout|
2
(1− pdark)2 + (1− e−ηdet|αout|
2
+ e−ηdet|αout|
2
pdark)pdark.
In the next section we will show
QIC0(Π˜
′
A) ≤ h(
1
2
(1− F˜ (r, αout, η))),
with
F˜ (r, αout, η) = exp
[−(η−2r − 1)
(1− η2) |αout|
2
[
1− cos
( pi
2r
)]]
.
Theorem 2 follows.
First, we prove Lemma 13. Define protocol ΠˆA as follows.
Protocol ΠˆA on inputs a, b ∈ {0, 1}:
1. Run Protocol Π˜′A.
2. If Π˜′A returns “0”, return output “0”.
3. If Π˜′A returns “1”, Alice and Bob exchange a and b and return AND(a, b) as output.
4. If Π˜′A returns “Inconclusive,” return output “Inconclusive,”.
Notice that building protocol Π(ΠˆA) as in Definition 5 gives the same protocol as ΠA running subroutine
Π˜′A. The proof of Lemma 11 applied to Π(ΠˆA) (and its 2r + 3 messages) yields, for ΠD running Π˜
′
A ,
QIC(ΠD) ≤ s+ log s+ 1 + n
1− p max
[
2(2r + 3)
n
,
QIC0(ΠˆA) + 2(2r + 3) h
(
2 lnn
s
+
1
n
)]
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for all values of n and s satisfying n ≥ 4 and 8 ln(n) ≤ s ≤ n. The result follows by noting that
QIC0(ΠˆA) ≤ QIC0(Π˜′A) + 2pdark,
and that 2pdark is non-negative so we can take it out of the maximization to simplify the expression. The
inequality holds since the only extra information leaked by ΠˆA after running Π˜′A is the exchange of a and
b. Moreover, on distribution µ0 as considered in QIC0, this can only occur if there has been a dark count
on the detector corresponding to the “1” output, which occurs with probability at most pdark. Using that
conditioning on a common variable is taking average (Lemma 6) along with a dimension bound (Lemma 1)
then limits the extra information leakage to two bits scaled by probability pdark.
C.1.2 Definition of QIC for lossy AND protocol
In this section we detail the framework we will use to calculate QIC0(Π˜
′
A). A lossy channel can be modeled
by a beamsplitter with transmissivity η. We assume that channel loss resides in the communication register
during transmission, and after transmission it resides in the receiving party’s memory but he does not access
it.
Recall the general expression for the information leakage
QIC(Π˜′A, µ0) =
2r+1∑
i=1
I(X;Ci|Y Bi) + I(Y ;Ci|XAi). (C.1)
First we simplify this expression. As with the ideal protocol, we first handle the last message. Under µ0,
this last message is 0 with probability 1− e−ηdet|αout|2 and inconclusive with probability e−ηdet|αout|2 . This
holds independently of the input (x, y) and of the content ofAr+1 andB2r+1. Thus, QIC2r+1(Π˜A, µ0) = 0.
This is the only non-pure message in the protocol.
The first 2r messages are pure, so we start from (A.4). We first note that under µ0, ifX = 1 then Y = 0,
so H(Ci|Ai, X = 1) = 0 because register Ci is then in a pure state (Lemma 1). Similarly, if Y = 1 then
X = 0 and H(Ci|Bi, Y = 1) = 0 because register Ci is then in a pure state. Further, on X = 0, the pure
state messages in Ci is the same whether Y = 0 or Y = 1, so H(Ci|Ai, X = 0) = 0 because register Ci is
then in a pure state. Similarly, on even i’s and for Y = 0, the pure state messages in Ci is the same whether
X = 0 or X = 1, so H(Ci|Bi, Y = 0) = 0 for even i’s. This gives
QIC(Π˜′A, µ0) ≤
2r∑
i=1, odd
H(CiBi|Y = 0)−H(Bi|Y = 0). (C.2)
In the following section we apply the above bound to our subroutine AND protocol Π˜′A.
C.1.3 Analysis of QIC for lossy AND protocol
Here we prove the following bound on the information leakage QIC0(Π˜
′
A) = maxµ0:µ0(1,1)=0 QIC(Π˜
′
A, µ0)
of the subroutine Π˜′A to the AND protocol ΠA (and ΠˆA).
Lemma 14
QIC0(Π˜
′
A) ≤ h(
1
2
(1−
r∏
i=1
Fi)),
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in which
Fi = exp
[
−|αi|
2
η
[
1− cos
( pi
2r
)]]
(C.3)
for all i = 1, 2, . . . , r.
The result stated in the preceding section follows by simplying the product of Fi’s, the corresponding
sum of |αi|2 being a geometic series.
From expression (C.2) it is clear that any content of Bi which produces an uncorrellated pure state
when conditioned on Y = 0 can be safely discarded without changing the information cost. Therefore, we
assume Bi contains only elements which do not produce an uncorellated pure state when conditioned on
Y = 0. Under this assumption, the state of the registers CiBi for odd i in the (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0) cases are
as follows:
State of registers CiBi for odd i on different inputs for protocol Π˜A:
On (0,0):
i odd (A→ B):(∣∣∣∣ 1ηr−i/2α, 0
〉 ∣∣∣∣ √1− ηηr−(i−1)/2α, 0
〉) i−2⊗
l=1,odd
(∣∣∣∣ 1ηr−l/2α, 0
〉 ∣∣∣∣ √1− ηηr−(l−1)/2α, 0
〉)
On (0,1): Identical to (0,0).
On (1,0):
i odd (A→ B):(∣∣∣∣ 1ηr−i/2α cos 2θ, 1ηr−i/2α sin 2θ
〉 ∣∣∣∣ √1− ηηr−(i−1)/2α cos 2θ,
√
1− η
ηr−(i−1)/2
α sin 2θ
〉)
i−2⊗
k=1,odd
(∣∣∣∣ 1ηr−k/2α cos 2θ, 1ηr−k/2α sin 2θ
〉 ∣∣∣∣ √1− ηηr−(k−1)/2α cos 2θ,
√
1− η
ηr−(k−1)/2
α sin 2θ
〉)
Where the first two modes are contained in register Ci and the rest are contained in register Bi. As before,
the content of registers Ci−2Bi−2 is identical to that of register Bi. By nearly identical arguments to that of
Appendix B.2,
QIC0(Π˜A(η)) ≤ h(C2r−1B2r−1|Y = 0)
≤ h
(
1
2
(1−
r∏
i=1
Fi)
)
, (C.4)
where
∏r
i=1 Fi is the overlap of the two possible states of C2r−1B2r−1 when Y = 0 and is given by
Eqn. (C.3).
C.2 Error of ΠD with experimental errors
We analyse the error in ΠD run with experimental errors. First, whenever an index i is output, there is never
any error since such an output can only come after a classical verification that xi = yi = 1. Hence, the only
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potential error arise if ΠD outputs ∅, and we show that the protocol errs with probability at most pdark on
that output.
Assume that there is one or more intersection, so that ΠD should not output ∅. What is the probability to
still have that output? In particular, considering the first such intersection, there must have been a dark count
when ΠA was run for that date, together with other independent events. Hence, the probability to output ∅
is at most pdark.
C.3 Information leakage in the η = 1− 1/r regime
We now prove an upper bound of n/r up to log terms on quantum information leakage for number of round
r in Π˜′A satisfying r ≤ n1/3 as n grows, and with η = 1 − 1/r. First, note that ηr → e−1 as r increases,
so that h(1/2(1 − F (r, αout, η))) scales as 1/r up to log terms, as in the ideal case. We now handle the
2n
1−ppdark term. For this, we modify ΠA as follows.
Protocol Π′′′A on inputs a, b ∈ {0, 1}:
1. Run Protocol Π˜A O(log n) times.
2. If get majority of “1”, exchange a, b and output AND(a, b).
3. Else, output “0”.
Choose the constant in O(log n) according to experimental parameters and such that the probability to
get output “1” when AND(a, b) = 0 is less than 1/n2. It follows from subadditivity (Lemma 4), from the
dimension bound on two-bit inputs (Lemma 1) and the fact that conditioning on common variable is taking
average (Lemma 6) that
QIC0(Π
′′′
A) ≤ O(log n) QIC0(Π˜′A) + 2/n2. (C.5)
Then QIC(ΠD) ≤ n/r up to logarithmic terms. This follows from an analysis similar to Lemma 11
(avoiding the rerun an inconclusive protocol part, since here Π′′′A is explicitly run O(log n) times).
D Review of coherent state mapping
Arrazola and Lu¨tkenhaus recently proposed a mapping from any quantum protocol which uses pure quantum
states, unitary operations, and projective measurements to a corresponding coherent state protocol [11]. In
this section we review the general mapping, and in the next sections we apply it to two existing protocols to
develop new coherent state appointment scheduling protocols.
The general coherent state mapping proceeds as follows. Define a function fα : Cn → L2(R)⊗n as
fα
(
n∑
i=1
λi |i〉
)
=
n⊗
i=1
|λiα〉i . (D.1)
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Given a vector |ψ〉 ∈ Cn, we use the shorthand |ψα〉 := fα(|ψ〉). From (D.1) it follows that |ψα〉 will have
total mean photon number |α|2 for all unit vectors |ψ〉 ∈ Cn. For any unitary U ∈ U(Cn), the unitary
V ∈ U(L2(R))⊗n) which transforms the modes as
a†j →
n∑
i=1
Uj,ia
†
i (D.2)
can be shown to satisfy V |ψα〉 = fα(U |ψ〉) for all |ψ〉 ∈ Cn. Thus, V does not change the total mean
photon number |α|2.
We note that Arrazola and Lu¨tkenhaus also showed that if single photon detection is performed on each
mode of |ψα〉 then the probability distribution of the number of photons measured in each mode is equal to
that obtained from repeated canonical basis measurements of |ψ〉, where the number of repetitions is drawn
from a Poisson distribution with mean |α|2. Furthermore, Arrazola and Lu¨tkenhaus showed that due to the
fact that the states always have total mean photon number |α|2, they mostly reside in a O(log n) qubit “typical
subspace” which includes the span of all Fock states with total photon number lying in a neighbourhood of
|α|2. In Appendix F.3 we adapt this result, and show that the fixed total mean photon number also implies
that the mapping has low information leakage in the interactive communication setting.
E A second coherent state bitwise-AND appointment scheduling protocol
In this section we develop a coherent state appointment scheduling protocol which uses a bitwise-AND
subroutine protocol Π˜′′A that is the coherent state mapping of a protocol developed by the authors of [7]. We
then analyze its information leakage, and find that it is greater than Π˜A.
E.1 Description of Protocol
The only difference between our bitwise-AND protocol developed in the main text and the protocol we
describe here is in the subroutine Π˜A. Every other step in the protocol is identical to that of our original
bitwise-AND protocol, in both the ideal and experimental settings. We focus here only on the ideal setting.
To describe our protocol Π˜′′A, we first review the qubit AND protocol due to Jain, Radhakrishnan and Sen
(this protocol was recently described in [8, 26], and is reviewed below).
On inputs x, y ∈ {0, 1} given to Alice and Bob respectively, the following protocol computesAND(x, y)
in r rounds for any even positive integer r.
First, let θ = pi4r and |v〉 = cos(θ) |0〉+ sin(θ) |1〉. Let Uv be the unitary operator reflecting about the
vector |v〉, i.e. Uv |0〉 = cos(2θ) |0〉+ sin(2θ) |1〉 and Uv |1〉 = sin(2θ) |0〉− cos(2θ) |1〉. Let U0 be the
operator reflecting about |0〉, i.e. U0 |0〉 = |0〉 and U0 |1〉 = − |1〉.
The unambiguous qubit AND protocol of the authors of [7] proceeds as follows.
Qubit AND protocol of Jain, Radhakrishnan and Sen
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First, Alice prepares a qubit-register C initialized to the state |0〉. Then, on each round, Alice and
Bob do the following:
1. On x = 0 (x = 1), Alice performs the identity map (Uv map) on the register C and sends it to
Bob.
2. On y = 0 (y = 1), Bob performs the identity map (U0 map) on the register C and sends it to
Alice.
After r rounds the state of register C will be |0〉 (− |1〉) ifAND(x, y) = 0 (1). Alice measures C in the
standard basis to determine the result, which she communicates to Bob. Clearly this is an unambiguous
two-bit AND protocol with zero probability of an inconclusive outcome.
To construct Π˜′′A, we apply the coherent state mapping described in Appendix D to the above qubit
protocol. In contrast to the qubit protocol, Π˜′′A has some probability p of an inconclusive outcome, just like
the protocol Π˜A.
Define a unitary V0 as
V0 |α〉 |β〉 = |α〉 |−β〉, (E.1)
which acts as a phase flip on the second mode. Clearly, V0fα(|ψ〉) = fα(U0 |ψ〉) for every state |ψ〉 used in
the qubit protocol.
Define a unitary Rθ as
Rθ |α〉 |β〉 = |cos(θ)α− sin(θ)β〉 |sin(θ)α+ cos(θ)β〉 (E.2)
which acts as a beamsplitter specified by angle θ. Define a unitary Vv = RθV0R
†
θ, where R
†
θ = R−θ. It can
be shown that Vvfα(|ψ〉) = fα(Uv |ψ〉) for every state |ψ〉 used in the qubit protocol.
The protocol Π˜′′A then proceeds as follows.
Coherent state mapping Π˜′′A of qubit AND protocol
First, Alice prepares a two-mode register C in state |α, 0〉, for some α > 0. On each of the r rounds,
Alice and Bob do the following:
1. On x = 0 (x = 1), Alice performs the identity map (Vv map) on the register C and sends it to
Bob.
2. On y = 0 (y = 1), Bob performs the identity map (V0 map) on the register C and sends it to
Alice.
After r rounds, Alice measures each mode of C with single photon threshold detectors and communi-
cates the result to Bob.
In ideal implementations, after all unitaries are performed Alice ends up with |α, 0〉 on inputs (0, 0),
(0, 1) and (1, 0), and with |0,−α〉 on input (1, 1). Thus, she might detect a photon in the first mode only
if the output to AND is 0 and she might detect a photon in the second mode only if the output to AND is
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1. If she does not detect any photon, she tells Bob that the run was inconclusive. Note that Alice obtains a
click with probability 1 − e−|α|2 for any input. Thus, this protocol never outputs a wrong answer, and has
some uniform probability p = e−|α|
2
of outcome “Inconclusive”. For clarity, we explicitly write down how
the protocol evolves for different inputs:
Evolution of Π˜′′A for different inputs:
On (0, 0): |α, 0〉 →A |α, 0〉 →B |α, 0〉 →A · · ·
On (0, 1): |α, 0〉 →A |α, 0〉 →B |α, 0〉 →A · · ·
On (1, 0):
|α, 0〉 →A |cos(2θ)α, sin(2θ)α〉 →B |cos(2θ)α, sin(2θ)α〉
→A |α, 0〉 →B |α, 0〉
→A |cos(2θ)α, sin(2θ)α〉 →B |cos(2θ)α, sin(2θ)α〉
→A |α, 0〉 →B |α, 0〉
...
...
On (1, 1):
|α, 0〉 →A |cos(2θ)α, sin(2θ)α〉 →B |cos(2θ)α,− sin(2θ)α〉
→A |cos(4θ)α, sin(4θ)α〉 →B |cos(4θ)α,− sin(4θ)α〉
...
...
→A |cos(2rθ)α, sin(2rθ)α〉→B
∣∣cos(pi2 )α,− sin(pi2 )α〉
=|0,−α〉
On (0,0) and (0,1) Alice
and Bob’s manipulations leave the state unchanged. On (1,0) Alice performs Vv and Bob does nothing.
Since Vv is its own inverse, the state oscillates between two forms in this case. On (1,1) Alice and Bob’s
manipulations bring the state to |0,−α〉 after r rounds.
Just like in protocol Π˜A, after r rounds Alice measures each mode of register C with single photon
threshold detectors and communicates the result to Bob.
As noted previously, the remainder of this new appointment scheduling protocol proceeds identically to
our previous appointment scheduling protocol with Π˜A replaced by Π˜′′A.
E.2 Information leakage analysis
Here we analyze the information leakage of protocol Π˜′′A. By the previous analysis, we need only bound
QIC0(Π˜
′′
A), as this implies a bound on the information leakage of the full appointment scheduling protocol.
We prove the following:
Lemma 15
QIC0(Π˜
′′
A) ≤ r
[
h
(
1
2
(1− F ′(r, α))
)]
,
in which
F ′(r, α) = exp
[
− |α|2
[
1− cos
( pi
2r
)]]
. (E.3)
This result implies the following bound on QIC (ΠD).
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Corollary 1 The protocol ΠD constructed from protocol Π˜′′A satisfies
QIC (ΠD) ≤ s+ log s+ 1
+
n
1− exp(−|α|2) max
[
2(2r + 1)
n
,
r h
(
1
2
(1− F ′(r, α))
)
+ 2(2r + 1) h
(
2 lnn
s
+
1
n
)]
in which
F ′(r, α) = exp
[
− |α|2
[
1− cos
( pi
2r
)]]
. (E.4)
Note that, by the chain rule and the data processing inequality,
r∑
i=1
[
h
(
1
2
(1− Fi)
)]
≥ h
(
1
2
(1−
r∏
i=1
Fi)
)
(E.5)
for any Fi ≤ 1, i = 1, . . . , r, so this protocol has greater information leakage than our protocol developed
in the main text, under the bounds we have used.
Extending the analysis to the setting with experimental errors, we have found numerically that the cor-
responding protocol ΠD running subroutine Π′′A (a variant made robust to experimental errors) beats the
classical lower bound by a factor of two under experimental imperfections η = 0.995, pdark = 4 × 10−8,
and ηdet = 0.9. Note that the required transmissivity is much higher than the transmissivity η = 0.99 needed
to obtain a factor of two improvement in our protocol ΠD running Π′A in the main text.
Now we prove the lemma.
We first handle the last message. Under µ0, this last message is 0 with probability 1− e−|α|2 and incon-
clusive with probability e−|α|
2
. This holds independently of the input (x, y). Thus, QIC2r+1(Π˜A, µ0) = 0.
This is the only non-pure message in the protocol.
The first 2r messages are pure, so we start from (A.4), for which we have trivial Ai and Bi registers
here. We first note that under µ0, if X = 1 then Y = 0, so H(Ci|X = 1) = 0 because register Ci is then in
a pure state (Lemma 1). Similarly, if Y = 1 then X = 0 and H(Ci|Y = 1) = 0 because register Ci is then
in a pure state. Further, on X = 0, the pure state messages in Ci is the same whether Y = 0 or Y = 1, so
H(Ci|X = 0) = 0 because register Ci is then in a pure state. Similarly, in even rounds and for both Alice’s
and Bob’s messages, for Y = 0, the pure state messages in Ci is the same whether X = 0 or X = 1, so
H(Ci|Y = 0) = 0 the corresponding i’s.
The only non-zero terms thus correspond to odd rounds and Y = 0. In odd rounds, on Y = 0, Alice’s
and Bob’s messages are always the same. (In fact, this is the same message that appeared in the information
cost under µ0 for our main protocol for AND.) Thus, the non-zero terms are always the same, as in C1, and
there are r of them: one for Alice and one for Bob in each of the r/2 odd rounds. We get
QIC(Π˜′′A, µ0) =
2r∑
i=1
QICi(Π˜
′′
A, µ0)
≤ r H(C1|Y = 0)
≤ r h
(
1
2
(1− F ′(r, α))
)
,
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where F ′(r, α) is the fidelity between the two possible states of register C1 when Y = 0, and is given by
(E.4). This completes the proof.
F Coherent state version of distributed Grover search protocol
In this section we describe the distributed Grover search protocol of [3], based on [15], and then proceed to
describe our implementation of the protocol’s coherent state mapping (defined in Appendix D), for which
we find a practical implementation of the oracle calls. We then proceed to show that, in the ideal setting, the
information leakage of this protocol isO(√n log n), just like the original distributed Grover search protocol.
F.1 Original distributed Grover search protocol
In the distributed Grover search protocol of [3] Alice and Bob receive x, y ∈ {0, 1}n. We assume for now
that they either have no intersection or intersect in k unknown indices a1, . . . ak. These works describe a
protocol which uses O(√n log n) qubits of communication to either find a common intersection or deter-
mine with high probability that x and y do not intersect. In this section we review the protocol of [3] under
the simplifying assumption k  n. (In order to ensure that this assumption is satisfied with high probability,
Alice and Bob could perform a classical subsampling of, say,
√
n dates as in protocol ΠD of the main text
before running the protocol we describe here.) We first consider the case in which k is known, and briefly
discuss the extension to unknown k at the end of this section.
Now we describe the distributed Grover search protocol, which always outputs “∅” on non-intersecting
inputs, and outputs “∅” on intersecting inputs with probability at most ε (with probability 1 − ε it finds an
intersection).
Distributed Grover search appointment scheduling protocol
First, Alice prepares the state
|s〉 = 1√
n
n∑
i=1
|i〉 . (F.1)
Choose iteration number r = bpi/(4θ)c, for θ satisfying sin2 θ = k/n. Then the following is iterated r
times:
1. Alice and Bob jointly perform the oracle call unitary
UA = 1− 2
k∑
j=1
|aj〉〈aj | (F.2)
using the protocol outlined below.
2. Alice performs the inversion about the mean unitary
US = 2|s〉〈s| − 1. (F.3)
Then, Alice measures the state in the canonical basis, obtaining some outcome i ∈ [n], and sends (i, xi)
to Bob. Bob then sends yi to Alice. If they find that xi = yi = 1, they output this index. Otherwise,
they repeat the protocol. If they repeat the protocol K = dlog(1/ε)/ log(n/k)e times without finding
an intersection, they output “∅”.
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The iteration number r is chosen as above because if x and y intersect in k indices, then the probability
that Alice’s measurement produces a non-intersecting index i is no greater than k/n under this choice (as
discussed further below). The repetition number K is chosen to attain error probability ε.
In more details, the protocol evolves as follows. Let
|t〉 = 1√
1− (k/n)
|s〉− 1√
n
k∑
j=1
|ai〉
 (F.4)
and
|a˜〉 = 1√
k
k∑
j=1
|aj〉, (F.5)
then as shown in [15], after l applications of USUA the state is given by
(USUA)
l |s〉 = sin((2l + 1)θ) |a˜〉+ cos((2l + 1)θ) |t〉, (F.6)
for θ defined as above. In [15] it is shown that for r = bpi/(4θ)c, the probability cos2((2r+1)θ) that Alice’s
measurement does not output an intersecting index i satisfies cos2((2r + 1)θ) ≤ k/n.
Now we detail how Alice and Bob jointly perform the oracle call unitary UA. Let Ux, Uy ∈ U(Cn⊗C2)
act as
Ux |i〉 |z〉 = |i〉 |xi ⊕ z〉 for all i = 1, . . . , n (F.7)
Uy |i〉 |z〉 = |i〉 |yi ⊕ z〉 for all i = 1, . . . , n, (F.8)
(which Alice and Bob can implement, respectively), W ∈ U(C2 ⊗ C2) is the swap operator which acts as
W |i〉 |j〉 = |j〉 |i〉 for all i, j = 1, 2, (F.9)
and V is the control-Uy gate, where Uy acts on the first two systems, and the state of the third system is the
control.
Procedure to implement oracle call unitary UA
Alice prepares auxilliary qubits |0〉 |−〉, so the state of her entire register is |ψ〉 |0〉 |−〉, where |ψ〉 ∈
Cn is the resultant state from the previous step in the appointment scheduling protocol.
1. Alice applies (Ux ⊗ 12) and sends the entire state to Bob.
2. Bob applies (1n ⊗W )(V )(1n ⊗W ) and sends the entire state back to Alice.
3. Alice applies (Ux ⊗ 12), and discards the qubits |0〉 |−〉.
It is straightforward to show that
(Ux ⊗ 12)(1n ⊗W )(V )(1n ⊗W )(Ux ⊗ 12) |i〉 |0〉 |−〉 = (UA ⊗ 12 ⊗ 12) |i〉 |0〉 |−〉 (F.10)
for all i ∈ [n], so the above procedure implements UA.
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Thus, for each application of UA, Alice and Bob exchange 2(log(n) + 2) qubits. For k  n, UA must
be implemented at most Kr = O(√n/k) times. For each repetition of the protocol, Alice sends Bob
her measurement outcome i (which is log n bits) along with xi (which is one bit), and Bob sends Alice yi
(which is one bit). Thus, the amount of communication in these stages is upper bounded by K(log n +
2) = O(log n) bits. Thus, the protocol uses a total of O(√n/k log(n)) qubits of communication. By the
dimension bound, the information leakage of this protocol is also O(√n/k log(n)).
Now we consider the case in which k is unknown to either party, but is known to be much less than n. The
implementation of the unitaries US and UA is independent of k, so they can still be applied, but the iteration
number r is a function of k (and n), and must now be chosen in a different manner. The protocol proposed
in [15] uses a randomized algorithm to choose the iteration number r, and finds a common intersection (or
determines no intersection with high probability) while maintaining the O(√n log(n)) behaviour.
F.2 Coherent state distributed Grover search with practical oracle calls
We proceed to describe the coherent-state mapping of Appendix D applied to the distributed Grover search
protocol. We find a protocol for which the linear optics transformation VA corresponding to the oracle
call UA uses only local phase shifters and the swapping of two modes. Unfortunately, the linear optics
transformation VS corresponding to the inversion about the mean US still requires a global transformation
of the state. In Appendix F.3 we prove that this protocol has information leakage O(√n log n), a nearly
quadratic improvement over the classical information leakage lower bound of Ω(n) proven in [19] and [31]
for the zero-error and nonzero-error cases, respectively.
We again consider only the case in which x and y either have no intersection or intersect in k unknown
indices a1, . . . ak for k  n. We suggest that this protocol could be adapted in similar fashion to [15] if this
is not the case.
We first describe the coherent state mapping of the distributed Grover search protocol in terms of VS and
VA. Let |ψ〉 =
∑n
i=1 λi |i〉 ∈ Cn be an arbitrary pure state, which will help us describe the action of VS and
VA. The following coherent state mapping of the distributed Grover search protocol always outputs “∅” on
non-intersecting inputs, and outputs “∅” on intersecting inputs with probability at most ε (with probability
1− ε it finds an intersection).
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Coherent state mapping of distributed Grover search protocol
For some constant α ∈ C (which can be optimized over), Alice prepares the state
n⊗
i=1
∣∣α/√n〉
i
(F.11)
Choose iteration number r = bpi/(4θ)c, for θ satisfying sin2 θ = k/n. Then the following is repeated r
times:
1. Alice and Bob jointly perform the linear optics transformation VA corresponding to the oracle
call UA, which acts as
VAfα(|ψ〉) =
n⊗
i=1
∣∣(−1)xi∧yiλiα〉i, (F.12)
using the protocol outlined below.
2. Alice performs the linear optics transformation VS corresponding to the inversion about the mean
US , which acts as
VSfα(|ψ〉) =
n⊗
i=1
|(2v − λi)α〉i, (F.13)
for ν = (λ1 + · · ·+ λn)/n.
Alice measures each mode with single photon threshold detectors. If no detectors click, she announces
this and the parties repeat the protocol. Otherwise, she chooses a random index i for which she received
a click, and sends (i, xi) to Bob. Bob then sends yi to Alice. If xi = yi = 1, the parties output this
index. Otherwise, they repeat the protocol. If they repeat the protocol
K = dlog(1/ε)
/
log
(
1
1− e−|α|2 kn + e−|α|2
)
e (F.14)
times without finding an intersection, they output “∅”.
The iteration number r is chosen as above because if x and y intersect in k indices, then the probability
that Alice’s measurement produces a non-intersecting index i is no greater than (1 − e−|α|2 kn ) under this
choice (as discussed further below). The repetition number K is chosen to attain error probability ε. The
extra term e−|α|
2
is the probability that no clicks occur.
In more details, the protocol evolves as follows. After l applications of VSVA, coherent states in in-
tersecting modes will have amplitude sin((2l + 1)θ) α√
k
, and coherent states in non-intersecting modes
will have amplitude cos((2l + 1)θ) α√
n−k . This follows directly from (F.6) and the coherent state map-
ping. Thus, after r iterations of VSVA, coherent states in intersecting modes will have mean photon number
sin2((2r + 1)θ) |α|
2
k ≥ 1−k/nk |α|2 and coherent states in non-intersecting modes will have mean photon
number cos2((2r + 1)θ) |α|
2
n−k ≤ kn(n−k) |α|2. Thus, at least one of the n − k non-intersecting modes i will
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click with probability no greater than
1− e−|α|2 kn(n−k) (n−k) = 1− e−|α|2 kn . (F.15)
No clicks occur with probability
e−|α|
2
. (F.16)
Thus, when x and y intersect in k locations, the probability that Alice sends Bob a non-intersecting index
i or that no clicks occur is upper bounded by 1 − e−|α|2 kn + e−|α|2 , which justifies the above choice of
repetition number K.
Now we describe Alice and Bob’s procedure to implement VA.
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Procedure to implement linear optics transformation VA corresponding to oracle call UA
First, Alice prepares n auxilliary modes initialized to |0〉, so the state of her entire register is
n⊗
i=1
(|λiα〉 |0〉), (F.17)
where
⊗n
i=1 |λiα〉 is the resultant state from the previous step in the coherent state protocol. Then,
1. For each i in which xi = 1, Alice swaps the i-th pair of modes |λiα〉 |0〉 → |0〉 |λiα〉 (and
otherwise applies the identity map), and sends the entire state to Bob.
2. For each i in which yi = 1, Bob flips the sign of the second mode corresponding to index i using
a phase shifter, and sends the entire state back to Alice.
3. Alice repeats the first step: For each i in which xi = 1, she swaps the i-th pair of modes
|0〉 |λiα〉 → |λiα〉 |0〉 (and otherwise applies the identity map). Alice then discards the n auxil-
liary modes.
It is straightforward to show that this procedure implements VA exactly.
F.3 Information leakage of coherent state version of distributed Grover search protocol
In this section we bound the information leakage of our coherent state version of the distributed Grover
search protocol using the following more general result: the information leakage of any protocol for which,
conditional on fixed inputs x, y, the two parties exchange pure coherent states in a superposition of n modes
with constant total mean photon number |α|2 over r′ rounds is O(r′ log n). We will show that this more
general result implies the information leakage of our coherent state distributed Grover search protocol is
O(√n log n), just as in the original protocol.
For any pure state protocol, the information leakage for round i is given by
QICi(Π, µ) = H(Ci|Y Bi) +H(Ci|XAi)
≤ 2H(Ci), (F.18)
where the inequality follows from the data processing inequality. We now bound the quantity (F.18) when
the states exchanged are coherent states in a superposition of n modes with constant total mean photon
number |α|2 by projecting the state ρCii exchanged on round i onto telescoping neighborhoods of the total
mean photon number |α|2. Define the following partition of the nonnegative integers into disjoint sets:
Γ0 =
{
k ∈ Z+ :
∣∣∣k − |α|2∣∣∣ ≤ ∆− 1} (F.19)
Γj =
{
k ∈ Z+ : j∆ ≤
∣∣∣k − |α|2∣∣∣ ≤ (j + 1)∆− 1} for every positive integer j.
For each j, let Πj be the projection onto the space of Fock states with total photon number lying in
the set Γj . Then the set {Π0,Π1, . . . } forms a measurement. Let E1, E2 be identical classical registers
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containing the measurement outcome. Define an isometry
V =
∞∑
j=0
Πj ⊗ |j〉⊗ |j〉 ∈ U(L2(R))⊗n, L2(R))⊗n ⊗ E1 ⊗ E2) (F.20)
Applying V to ρCii yields
H(Ci)ρi = H(CiE1E2)V ρiV †
= H(E1) +H(Ci|E1) +H(E2|E1Ci)
≤ 2H(E1) +H(Ci|E1)
≤ 2H(E1) +
∞∑
j=0
Pr(E1 = j) log dim(Πj), (F.21)
where the first equality follows from isometric invariance of entropy, the second from the chain rule,
the first inequality from the data processing inequality and the fact that H(E2) = H(E1), and the second
inequality from the dimension bound along with the property that conditioning on a classical register is
taking the average.
We now bound the quantity (F.21). We first treat the term H(E1). It can be shown that H(E1) is no
greater than the entropy of the |α|2 Poisson distribution, which is finite and constant in n (in fact, it is
well-approximated by 12 log(2pieµmax) when µmax  1 [32]).
Now we treat the second term of (F.21). We make the choice ∆ ≥ (e2− 1) |α|2 because it simplifies the
asymptotic analysis. In practice, one can optimize over ∆. Under this choice, using Chernoff bounds,
Pr(E1 = j) ≤ e−|α|
2
(
e |α|2
|α|2 + j∆
)|α|2+j∆
≤ e−j∆ for all j ≥ 0. (F.22)
Using the same technique as was used to prove Theorem 1 of [9] it can also be shown that
log dim(Π0) ≤ (|α|2 + ∆− 1) log(|α|2 + ∆ + n− 2) + log(2∆− 1)
log dim(Πj) ≤ (|α|2 + (j + 1)∆− 1) log(|α|2 + (j + 1)∆ + n− 2) + log(2∆).
Using these bounds it is straightforward to show that the second term of (F.21) is O(log n). Thus, after r
rounds the total information cost is O(r log n).
Now we apply this bound to the coherent state version of the Grover search protocol. This is a pure
state protocol, and every state has total mean photon number |α|2. This follows from VS |ψα〉 = fα(US |ψ〉)
and VA |ψα〉 = fα(UA |ψ〉) for every state |ψ〉 used in the original protocol, and that Alice and Bob’s
manipulations of the state to jointly perform VA do not change the total mean photon number. Each state
communicated between Alice and Bob is a tensor product of n coherent states. For K repetitions, by
straightforward application of Lemma 7 (QIC: increasing under discarding of side information), the fact
that this protocol uses Kr = O(√n/k) rounds of quantum communication, and the above information cost
bound, the information cost of this stage is O(√n/k log n).
For each repetition of the protocol, Alice sends Bob her measurement outcome i (which is log n bits)
along with xi (which is one bit), and Bob sends Alice yi (which is one bit). Or, if Alice received no clicks
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she uses one bit to tell Bob. Thus, the amount of communication in these stages is upper bounded by
K(log n+ 2 + 1) = O(log n) bits, which also upper bounds the information leakage of these stages by the
dimension bound. Thus, in total, this protocol has information leakage O(√n/k log(n)).
F.4 Limiting the interaction
We now wish to limit the interaction in the protocols. We limit how many modes must interact together to
r2, and we limit the number of rounds of interaction these modes undergo to O(r).
We show how to adapt the protocol of the previous section, call it ΠS , achieving O(
√
n log n) leakage,
to a protocol achieving nr log r leakage, up to logarithmic terms, for r ≤
√
n. This protocol only requires
interfering r2 modes at once, and these modes are only exchanged for r rounds.
Protocol ΠˆS on inputs x, y ∈ {0, 1}n:
• Divide inputs into n
r2
blocks of size r2
• Run protocol ΠS on each block
• For each block outputting i ∈ [n], exchange xi and yi
• If there exists at least one such pair xi, yi such that AND(xi, yi) = 1, output smallest such i.
• Else, output ∅.
First, note that the error is at most the same as in ΠS run on instances of size r2. Second, by discarding
quantum side-information (Lemma 7), information leakage is at most n
r2
times that of ΠS run on instances
of size r2, which is
√
r2 log r = r log r. Hence, the total leakage is nr log r.
Note that we still need to interfere r2 modes, and the effect of dark counts on r2 modes combine, so that
this is both more challenging experimentally and has worse error propagation than our protocol. Hence, we
argue that our main protocol is more practical than this one.
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